
Marvel Manufacturing Company Inc. has been designing and manufacturing the highest quality metal cutting saws available for the past 100 years.

Marvel Manufacturing Company, Inc. offers a complete line of metal cutting saws and ironworkers under our MARVEL and SPARTAN trademarks. Marvel introduced the first vertical tilt-frame band saw in 1917 and remains the leader in the vertical tilt frame market. Our Marvel line of vertical saws ranges from the single cut universal Series 8 to our fully automatic programmable Touch Tech models with miter cutting up to 60 degrees. Our Spartan band saw line features both hinge and dual column band saw designs in capacities from 12 to 60 inches as well as a complete line of plate saws and contour saws. The Spartan brand name also includes high production thin kerf carbide circular saws and our Spartan Ironworkers which are available in capacities from 50 to 180 tons.

Welcome to Marvel Manufacturing
“The Official Marvel Band Saw Site”
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Marvel Manufacturing is now offering
CONTRACT MACHINING & ASSEMBLY SERVICES
[click here for details]

- How Can We Help You -

PRODUCTS
- Vertical Tilting Bandsaws
- Horizontal Bandsaws
- Double Column Bandsaws
- Vertical Contour Bandsaws
- Block & Plate Bandsaws
- Carbide Circular Saws
- Ironworkers

CONTRACT SERVICES
- Marvel & Spartan Band Saws
- CNC Gantry Mill
- CNC Horizontal Machining
- CNC Vertical Machining
- CNC VTL
- CNC Lathes

SERVICE & SUPPORT
For over 100 Years Marvel has been manufacturing and supporting saws and sawing
- Product Downloads
- Saw Registration
- New Products
- Block & Plate Bandsaws

FEATURE
SERIES 8 - MARK III
- SHP Sensorless Vector blade drive 50-450 fpm.
- Power rapid advance & rapid column return.
- Automatic saw column retract.
- 60 degree tilting in both directions.Optional Power tilt.
- Read More >>

FEATURE
SPARTAN HYDRAULIC IRONWORKERS
- 4 Stations
- Swing away stripper
- Uses standard tooling five sets of punches & dies supplied with machine 9/16", 11/16", 13/16", 15/16", 1-1/16"
- Full foot pedal control - Punch depth control
- Read More >>
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WARNING
Machine guarding removed for illustration purposes only. Always read the operation manual for proper machine operation.